The Power of Purpose: In Their Own Words

In 2021, MCNY published The Power of Purpose: The Impact of Metropolitan College of New York on Our City and Our Communities. This inspiring book highlights MCNY’s amazing alumni and students who have found their purpose in government, social agencies, non-profits, media, education, healthcare and corporations, where they leverage their passion and commitment to advance social justice. With insight and pride, they tell their remarkable stories of self-transformation, and describe how Purpose-Centered Education and their Constructive Action projects helped create positive change in their businesses, workplaces, and communities. The book and several of their stories come to life in these videos:

- Thomas Brian Lee, MSEd’17
- Corrine Alauna Foster, BPS’07, MPA’16
- Adlette Charmant-Oliver, BPS’00, MPA’02
  and her daughter
  Cassiana Ladventure, BBA’20